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Abstract
The classification of homogeneous compact Einstein manifolds in dimension six is an
open problem. We consider the remaining open case, namely left-invariant Einstein
metrics g on G = SU(2) × SU(2) = S3 × S3. Einstein metrics are critical points of
the total scalar curvature functional for fixed volume. The scalar curvature S of
a left-invariant metric g is constant and can be expressed as a rational function
in the parameters determining the metric. The critical points of S, subject to the
volume constraint, are given by the zero locus of a system of polynomials in the
parameters. In general, however, the determination of the zero locus is apparently
out of reach. Instead, we consider the case where the isotropy group K of g in the
group of motions is non-trivial. When K /≅ Z2 we prove that the Einstein metrics on
G are given by (up to homothety) either the standard metric or the nearly Ka¨hler
metric, based on representation-theoretic arguments and computer algebra. For the
remaining case K ≅ Z2 we present partial results.
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1 Introduction and motivation
In this paper we continue the study of homogeneous compact Einstein manifolds in
six dimensions, see [1, 2] and references therein. The main progress is that we are
able to treat the case where the stabilizer is finite rather than continuous. Recall that,
originating from the theory of general relativity, an Einstein manifold is defined to be a
(pseudo-)Riemannian1 manifold (M,g) whose Ricci tensor Ricg satisfies
Ricg = λg , (1.1)
for some constant λ ∈ R called Einstein constant. The trace of this equation yields
S = nλ , (1.2)
where S denotes the scalar curvature of g and n ∶= dimM .
In [1, 2] a partial classification of such manifolds was obtained, stating that a simply
connected six-dimensional homogeneous compact Einstein manifold is either a symmetric
space or isometric, up to multiplication of the metric g by a constant, to one of the
following manifolds: (1) CP3 = Sp(2)Sp(1)×U(1) with the squashed metric, (2) the Wallach space
SU(3)/Tmax with the standard metric or with the Ka¨hler metric, or (3) the Lie group
SU(2)×SU(2) = S3×S3 with some left-invariant Einstein metric. Here and in the following
we will consider S3 as the group of unit quaternions. Hence, in order to complete the
classification it is necessary to classify left-invariant Einstein metrics on S3 × S3 (up
to isometry). The latter classification problem is still open. However, progress can be
achieved by assuming additional symmetries of the metric g (see, for instance, Theorems 1
and 2 below).
For left-invariant Einstein metrics on S3 × S3 =∶ G, up to changing the metric by an
isometric left-invariant metric, we have that [3, corollary on page 23]
LG ⊂ Isom0(G,g) ⊂ LG ⋅RG ≅ (G ×G)/{(z, z) ∣ z ∈ Z(G)} , (1.3)
where Isom0(G,g) is the connected isometry group of some left-invariant metric g on G,
LG (RG) is the group of left (right) translations and Z(G) ≅ Z2 ×Z2 denotes the center of
G. The right-hand side of eq. (1.3) contains the group of inner automorphisms
Inn(G) = CG ∶= {Ca ∣ a ∈ G} ⊂ LG ⋅RG , (1.4)
where Ca denotes conjugation by a, that is
Ca ∶ G→ G , x↦ axa−1 . (1.5)
Hence, the isotropy group of the neutral element e ∈ G in Isom0(G,g) is given by
Isom0(G,g) ∩CG =∶K0 , (1.6)
which is the maximal connected subgroup of the Lie group
Isom(G,g) ∩CG =∶K . (1.7)
In [2], a classification was achieved2 for the case that K (or, equivalently, K0) contains a
U(1) subgroup. This is summarized in the following theorem.
1In this work, we only consider the Riemannian case.
2For the sake of accurateness, we note that the last equation system on page 377 of [2] contains a
minuscule typo, which has however no influence on other parts of the presentation. Namely, in the third
line the third term from the left should read tuv(w − ut) instead of tv(w − ut).
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Theorem 1 (Nikonorov-Rodionov [2]). Let g be a left-invariant Einstein metric on
G ∶= S3×S3. If K, as defined in (1.7), contains a U(1) subgroup, then (G,g) is homothetic
to (G,gcan) or (G,gNK), where gcan and gNK are the standard metric and the nearly Ka¨hler
metric, respectively.
The two metrics gcan and gNK are the only known Einstein metrics on S3 × S3 up to
isometry and scale. It is also known that these metrics are rigid. This follows from [4,
Proposition 4.8] and [5, Theorem 5.1], respectively for the product metric and the nearly
Ka¨hler metric. It is worth noting that gcan is also right-invariant and, thus, invariant under
the full adjoint group Ad(G) = SO(3)×SO(3). The nearly Ka¨hler (or Jensen’s [6]) metric
gNK is only invariant under the image Ad(SU(2)d) = SO(3)d ∶= {(a, a) ∣ a ∈ SO(3)} ⊂
SO(3) × SO(3) of the diagonal SU(2)-subgroup SU(2)d ∶= {(a, a) ∈ G ∣ a ∈ SU(2)} under
the adjoint representation Ad = AdG of G.
Theorem 1 covers the case dimK ≥ 1. To complete the classification it remains to
consider the case dimK = 0, that is, the case where K is a finite group. This is equivalent
to requiring that Isom0(G,g) = G, in which case the group of motions (that is orientation
preserving isometries) is given by
Isom+(G,g) =K ⋉G, (1.8)
where K is a finite group of inner automorphisms of G. Analyzing this case is the goal of
the present paper. Our main results can be summarized as follows.
Theorem 2. Let g be a left-invariant Einstein metric on G that is invariant under a
non-trivial finite subgroup Γ ⊂ Ad(G) such that Γ /≅ Z2. Then (G,g) is homothetic to(G,gcan) or (G,gNK).
The proof of this theorem requires a case-by-case analysis and concludes in section 3.1.
The case Γ = Z2 is considerably more complicated to analyze and in addition qualitatively
novel features arise in the intermediate steps of the calculation. As a consequence, only
partial results are available at this point. The Einstein condition on a left-invariant
Riemannian metric on G that is invariant under Γ = Z2 leads to a system of 12 coupled
polynomial equations of degree 6 in 12 unknowns (see section 3.2).
Albeit solving the system is apparently out of reach with current technology, it is
possible to analyze the space of solutions. Whereas the systems of polynomial equations
solved in the course of the proof of Theorem 2 have only a finite number of solutions,
passing from groups Γ of order ≥ 2 to Γ = Z2 leads to infinitely many solutions.
Proposition 3. The system (3.18) of polynomial equations that describes left-invariant
Einstein metrics on G invariant under a subgroup Z2 ⊂ Ad(G) has continuous families of
(real) solutions.
However, all solutions of the system (3.18) which we have found so far are homothetic to
gcan or to gNK , as we will explain now. We have analyzed in more detail the aforementioned
system of polynomial equations by holding fixed the value of the Lagrange multiplier3 µ
of the variational problem (see section 2). Indeed, fixing µ eliminates it from the system,
which can then be fully solved for the remaining variables. Of particular interest are
3In our conventions, the Lagrange multiplier µ is related to the Einstein constant λ via µ = −2λ (see
section 2).
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the values µ = −1 and µ = −5/(3√3) corresponding to the known solutions (G,gcan) and(G,gNK), respectively. For these two values of µ we obtain continuous families of solutions,
for other values of µ there are no solutions known. Furthermore we obtain the following
result.
Proposition 4. Let g be a left-invariant Riemannian metric on G that is invariant
under a subgroup Z2 ⊂ Ad(G). For µ = −1, all solutions to the variational problem (2.12),
which is equivalent to g being Einstein with Einstein constant λ = −µ/2, are isometric to
a multiple of gcan. For µ = −5/(3√3), all solutions to the variational problem (2.12) are
isometric to a multiple of gNK.
We end the introduction with some remarks, highlighting the relevance of six-dimen-
sional Einstein manifolds in the context of high energy physics. Compact six-dimensional
Einstein manifolds, in particular homogeneous spaces, feature prominently in various
physical applications located mostly in the realm of string theory and its low-energy limit
supergravity, as explained below.
Firstly, Einstein manifolds play a role in the AdS/CFT correspondence (see, for
example, [7] and references therein). The conjecture asserts that string-/M-theory back-
grounds of the form AdSd ×M , where AdSd denotes d-dimensional anti-de Sitter space
and M is a compact Einstein manifold, should have an associated dual description as
a conformal field theory on the (d − 1)-dimensional boundary of AdSd. For example,
type IIA superstring theory on AdS4 ×CP3 plays a role in the AdS4/CFT3 duality [8].
Besides CP3 also S2 ×CP2, S2 ×S4, and S2 ×S2 ×S2 feature as possible compact Einstein
six-manifolds in Freund-Rubin compactifications [9] of type IIA supergravity to AdS4 [10].
In the case of massive type IIA supergravity there are Freund-Rubin backgrounds of the
form AdS4 ×M , where M can be either CP3, the six-sphere S6, the Grassmann manifold
SO(5)/(SO(2) × SO(3)), or one of the product spaces S3 × S3, S2 × CP2, S2 × S4, or
S2 × S2 × S2 [10].
Secondly, in (warped) flux compactifications of ten-dimensional string theory to four
dimensions, the requirement of unbroken residual supersymmetry of the low-energy effective
theory forces the internal six-dimensional manifold to admit an SU(3)-structure [11–19]
(for reviews on the subject, see also, for example, [20–24]). Of particular interest are the
cases where the SU(3)-structure is nearly Ka¨hler [25–31] or half-flat [32–35]. The (strict)
nearly Ka¨hler condition implies that the underlying Riemannian six-manifold is Einstein.
Besides the nearly Ka¨hler metric, the product metric is an example of a left-invariant
Einstein metric compatible with a left-invariant half-flat SU(3)-structure [36, 37], see
also [38]. It is an open problem whether these are the only examples of such metrics on
S3 × S3 up to homothety. For compactifications of heterotic supergravity with first-order
α′-corrections included, particular types of higher-dimensional Yang-Mills instantons
arise as additional ingredients in the compactification set-up [31, 39–46]. Consequently,
instanton solutions of this type have been constructed, for example on cylinders, cones,
and sine-cones over homogeneous compact nearly Ka¨hler six-manifolds [47–49]. The last
subject is related to the topic of Hitchin flows over manifolds with half-flat SU(3)-structure
and other G-structures [50, 51]. Note also that inhomogeneous compact nearly Ka¨hler
six-manifolds have recently been described in [52] (locally homogeneous examples) and [53]
(cohomogeneity one examples).
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2 Preliminaries
Finding Einstein metrics, that is finding solutions of eq. (1.1), can be reformulated as a
variational problem [2, 6, 54, 55]. Namely, a Riemannian metric g on a compact orientable
manifold M solves eq. (1.1) if and only if it is a critical point of the total scalar curvature
functional, also known as the Einstein-Hilbert functional,
SEH[g] = ∫
M
S volg , (2.1)
subject to the volume constraint V ∶= ∫M volg = V0, where V0 is a positive constant. Here,
volg is the metric volume form on (M,g).
The volume constraint can be incorporated into the variational procedure by means
of the method of Lagrange multipliers. Instead of directly varying SEH[g], we consider
variations of
S˜EH[g, ν] = SEH[g] − ν(V − V0) , (2.2)
where ν is a Lagrange multiplier. The vanishing of the variation of S˜EH[g, ν] with respect
to g and ν yields
gradg SEH[g] = ν gradg V and V = V0 , (2.3)
respectively. Here, gradg denotes the variation with respect to the metric g. Plugging in
the definitions of SEH[g] and V , we obtain from the first equation in (2.3)
S
2
g −Ricg = ν
2
g . (2.4)
Comparing this to the Einstein condition (1.1) and using eq. (1.2) determines the Einstein
constant λ in terms of ν, namely
λ = ν
n − 2 , (2.5)
for n > 2.
When (M,g) = (G,g) is a compact Lie group G (or more generally a unimodular
Lie group, see [6, Theorem 1]) with left-invariant Riemannian metric g, simplifications
occur in the general considerations above. In particular the scalar curvature S is constant.
Hence, SEH[g] = S V and eq. (2.3) becomes
gradg S = −2λV gradg V and V = V0 , (2.6)
which is equivalent to the Einstein condition (1.1) for metrics of unit volume.
Notice that a left-invariant Riemannian metric g on G is equivalent to a scalar product
on the Lie algebra g of G, which, for simplicity, we denote again by g. Further specializing
to G = S3 × S3 and following [2], we consider the Lie algebra g = su(2) ⊕ su(2) with
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scalar product Q(⋅, ⋅) = −1/2B(⋅, ⋅), where B(X,Y ) = tr(ad(X)ad(Y )) is the Killing form
of g. Any other scalar product g can be obtained from Q via g(⋅, ⋅) = Q(L⋅, ⋅) for some
(Q-symmetric) positive definite endomorphism L ∈ End(g). In this way, the space of
left-invariant Riemannian metrics is parameterized by the space
P (g) ∶= {L ∈ End(g) ∣ L positive definite} . (2.7)
Starting from Q and some Q-orthonormal basis (E,F) of g, where E ∶= (E1,E2,E3),
F ∶= (F1, F2, F3) are oriented orthonormal bases of the two su(2)-factors, we parameterize
the space P (g) by considering a change of basis from (E,F) to some g-orthonormal basis(X,Y) via (X,Y) = (E,F)AT , A ∈ GL(6,R) . (2.8)
The matrix A describing the change of basis satisfies ATA = L−1. We can choose (X,Y)
such that A can be represented as [2]
A = (D 0
W D˜
) , where D = ⎛⎜⎝
a 0 0
0 b 0
0 0 c
⎞⎟⎠ , D˜ =
⎛⎜⎝
d 0 0
0 e 0
0 0 f
⎞⎟⎠ , W =
⎛⎜⎝
x u v
α y w
β γ z
⎞⎟⎠ ,
(2.9)
such that a, . . . , f are positive parameters, whereas the components of W are arbitrary
real parameters.
Henceforth, we choose V0 = ∫G volQ = (23Volgcan(S3))2 = 28pi4, where gcan denotes the
canonical metric on S3 ⊂ R4. Note that gcan = gcan ⊕ gcan, which together with G = 4gcan
and Vol4gcan(S3) = 23Volgcan(S3) explains the formula for V0.
The scalar curvature S and the volume V = V V0 of g can be expressed as polynomials
in the parameters (a, . . . , f, x, y, z, u, v,w,α, β, γ), namely
S = a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 + e2 + f 2 + x2 + y2 + z2 + u2 + v2 +w2 + α2 + β2 + γ2
− 1
2
{a2b2c−2 + b2c2a−2 + c2a2b−2 + d2e2f−2 + e2f 2d−2 + f 2d2e−2
+ (a2
c2
+ c2
a2
) (u2 + y2 + γ2) + (a2
b2
+ b2
a2
) (v2 +w2 + z2) + (b2
c2
+ c2
b2
) (x2 + α2 + β2)
+ a−2 [(uw − vy − de
f
β)2 + (vγ − uz − df
e
α)2 + (yz −wγ − ef
d
x)2]
+ b−2 [(vα − xw − de
f
γ)2 + (xz − vβ − df
e
y)2 + (wβ − zα − ef
d
u)2]
+ c−2 [(xy − uα − de
f
z)2 + (uβ − xγ − df
e
w)2 + (αγ − yβ − ef
d
v)2]} (2.10)
and
V V0 = (detA)−1V0 = (abcdef)−1V0 , (2.11)
respectively [2]. Einstein metrics then correspond to critical points of S given by (2.10)
subject to the volume constraint V = (abcdef)−1 = 1, that is, to solutions of∇S = µ∇V and V = (abcdef)−1 = 1 , (2.12)
where ∇ is the standard gradient in the parameter space (R>0)6 × R9 ⊂ R15 with the
coordinates (a, . . . , f, x, y, z, u, v,w,α, β, γ) and µ is a Lagrange multiplier.
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Remark. The relation between the Lagrange multiplier µ and the Einstein constant λ can
be clarified by comparing (2.12) with (2.6). The first equation in (2.12) can be written as
∂S
∂Aij
= µ ∂V
∂Aij
, (2.13)
where Aij = (A)ij are the components of the matrix A. Using L = (ATA)−1 and the chain
rule, we obtain ∑
k,l
∂Lkl
∂Aij
∂
∂Lkl
(S − µV ) = 0 . (2.14)
For a Q-orthonormal basis, g = L and hence the first equation in (2.6) becomes
∂S
∂Lij
= −2λV0 ∂V∂Lij . (2.15)
Inserting this into eq. (2.14) and using V = V V0 = √detLV0, we find
(µ + 2λ) tr(∂L
∂A
ATA) = 0 . (2.16)
For the first factor inside the trace, we compute ∂L∂A = −(ATA)−1(A+AT )(ATA)−1. Hence,
tr ( ∂L∂AATA) = − tr(A−1 + (AT )−1) and after evaluating the trace using (2.9), we finally
arrive at (µ + 2λ) (1
a
+ 1
b
+ 1
c
+ 1
d
+ 1
e
+ 1
f
) = 0 . (2.17)
Since a, . . . , f are positive parameters, we conclude that µ = −2λ.
We end this section by observing that the expression for S as given in (2.10) can
be cast into a simpler form. This can be achieved by means of the following coordin-
ate transformation (a, . . . , f, x, y, z, u, v,w,α, β, γ)→ (A, . . . , F,X,Y,Z,U,V,W,A,B,C) of(R>0)6 ×R9,
a = √BC , b = √AC , c = √AB ,
x =X√BC , u = U√AC , v = V√AB , d = √EF , (2.18)
α = A√BC , y = Y√AC , w =W√AB , e = √DF ,
β = B√BC , γ = C√AC , z = Z√AB , f = √DE .
One can easily check that this is, in fact, a diffeomorphism of (R>0)6 ×R9. In terms of the
new coordinates, the expression for the scalar curvature S is given by
S = BC +AC +AB +EF +DF +DE+BC(X2 +A2 + B2) +AC(U2 + Y 2 + C2) +AB(V 2 +W 2 +Z2)− 1
2
(A2 +B2 +C2 +D2 +E2 + F 2 (2.19)+ (B2 +C2)(X2 +A2 + B2) + (A2 +C2)(U2 + Y 2 + C2) + (A2 +B2)(V 2 +W 2 +Z2)+ (A(Y Z − CW ) −DX)2 + (B(WB −ZA) −DU)2 + (C(AC − BY ) −DV )2+ (A(CV −UZ) −EA)2 + (B(ZX − V B) −EY )2 + (C(BU −XC) −EW )2
6
+ (A(UW − Y V ) − FB)2 + (B(VA −WX) − FC)2 + (C(XY −AU) − FZ)2) .
In contrast to the rational expression (2.10), this is a polynomial of degree 6. The volume
V in the old and new coordinates is given by
V = (abcdef)−1 = (ABCDEF )−1 , (2.20)
respectively.
3 Left-invariant Einstein metrics invariant under a
finite subgroup of Ad(G)
In this section we analyze left-invariant Einstein metrics g on G = S3 × S3 invariant under
a non-trivial finite subgroup Γ ⊂ Ad(G). We begin by observing that either all non-trivial
elements of Γ are of order 2 or there exists an element σ of order k ≥ 3. Let us first
consider the latter case.
Proposition 5. Let g be a left-invariant and Γ-invariant Einstein metric on G, where
Γ ⊂ Ad(G). If Γ contains an element σ of order k ≥ 3 then K, as defined in (1.7), contains
a U(1) subgroup and, hence, (G,g) is homothetic to (G,gcan) or (G,gNK).
Proof. Since Ad(G) is compact there exists a one-parameter subgroup which contains σ.
Every one-parameter subgroup of Ad(G) is contained in a maximal torus T ≅ S1 ×S1 and
T is a product S11 × S12 of circle subgroups S11 , S12 of the first and second SO(3)-factors of
Ad(G) = SO(3) × SO(3), respectively. Notice that the Ad(G)-module g = LieG is a sum
g = R31 ⊕R32 (3.1)
of 2 inequivalent irreducible three-dimensional submodules R3α, α = 1,2, where the first
factor of Ad(G) acts trivially on R32 and the second factor acts trivially on R31. As
T -modules we can decompose R3α further as
R3α = R1α ⊕R2α , (3.2)
where R1α is a trivial module and R2α is irreducible. It follows that σ acts as a rotation
(with respect to the canonical scalar product) of order kα ≥ 1 on R2α, where kα divides k
and at least one of the kα is ≥ 3, say k2 ≥ 3.
If k1 ≠ k2 then the ⟨σ⟩-module V 4 ∶= R31 ⊕ R12 = R11 ⊕ R21 ⊕ R12 does not contain any
irreducible submodule equivalent to R22. This implies that the submodules V 4 and R22 ⊂ g
are perpendicular for every ⟨σ⟩-invariant scalar product on g. Since σ acts as a rotation of
order k2 ≥ 3 on R22 it follows that the subgroup SO(R22) ⊂ SO(R32) = {e} × SO(3) ⊂ Ad(G)
preserves every ⟨σ⟩-invariant scalar product on g. Then the claim follows from Theorem 1.
If k1 = k2, then k1 = k2 = k. In this case R21 ⊕R22 is the sum of 2 equivalent irreducible⟨σ⟩-modules and every ⟨σ⟩-invariant scalar product on g is invariant under the diagonally
embedded subgroup S1 ⊂ SO(R21)⊕SO(R22) that contains σ. Thus, again, the claim follows
from Theorem 1.
For the remaining case we have the following result.
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Proposition 6. If all non-trivial elements of Γ are of order 2, then Γ ≅ Z`2, where
1 ≤ ` ≤ 4. If ` ≥ 3, then Γ contains an element σ with trσ = 2.
Proof. Notice first that Γ preserves the decomposition g = R31 ⊕R32. Moreover for given
α ∈ {1,2}, every non-trivial element σ ∈ Γ acts either trivially on R3α or R3α = R1α ⊕R2α is
the sum of a trivial ⟨σ⟩-module and a non-trivial isotypical ⟨σ⟩-module (since σ preserves
the orientation of R3α), on which σ acts as multiplication by −1. More precisely, either
trσ = −2 or trσ = 2 depending on whether the ⟨σ⟩-modules R31 and R32 are equivalent
or not. It follows that ` ≤ 4. If ` = 4 then g splits as a sum of 6 pairwise inequivalent
one-dimensional Γ-submodules. The last statement of the proposition is proven by simple
combinatorics.
The cases trσ = 2 and trσ = −2 will be treated separately.
Proposition 7. Let g be a left-invariant and Γ-invariant Einstein metric on G. If Γ
contains an involution σ of trace 2, then g = gcan. (By the previous proposition, this covers
the case Γ ≅ Z`2, where ` ≥ 3.)
Proof. We can assume that the ⟨σ⟩-module R31 = R11 ⊕ R21 is a sum of a trivial one-
dimensional module and a nontrivial isotypical module, whereas R32 is trivial. We show
that the only left-invariant Einstein metric with normalized volume invariant under such
an element is the standard metric. For every such metric g there exists a g-orthonormal
basis (X1,X2,X3, Y1, Y2, Y3) such that X1 ∈ R11, X2,X3 ∈ R21, and Y1, Y2, Y3 ∈ R32. Therefore
it can be brought to the following form
(X1,X2,X3, Y1, Y2, Y3) = (aE1, bE2, cE3, xE1 + dF1, αE1 + eF2, βE1 + fF3) , (3.3)
with the same notation as introduced in section 2. Comparing with eq. (2.8), we learn
that the equation above corresponds to the case where y = z = u = v = w = γ = 0.
The scalar curvature (2.10) thus simplifies to:
−2S = −2(a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 + e2 + f 2 + x2 + α2 + β2)+a2b2c−2 + b2c2a−2 + c2a2b−2 + d2e2f−2 + e2f 2d−2 + f 2d2e−2 (3.4)+(b2c−2 + c2b−2)(x2 + α2 + β2) + a−2(d2e2f−2β2 + d2f 2e−2α2 + e2f 2d−2x2).
For this S we need to solve the variational problem (2.12). We first compute
− 2∂S
∂x
= 2x(a2d2 (b2 − c2)2 + b2c2e2f 2
a2b2c2d2
) . (3.5)
Notice that, since a, . . . , f are positive, the expression in parenthesis is positive. Therefore
∂S
∂x = µ∂V∂x = 0 implies that x = 0. The same argument shows that α = β = 0. Now the
equation ∇S = µ∇V is equivalent to
a
∂S
∂a
= ⋯ = f ∂S
∂f
= −µ . (3.6)
Together with the constraint equation V = 1, this yields a system of 7 polynomial equations
in the 7 unknowns (a, . . . , f, µ) of degree at most 11,
0 = abcdef − 1 ,
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0 = abcµ + a4b4def − a4c4def − b4c4def + 2a2b2c4def ,
0 = abcµ − a4b4def + a4c4def − b4c4def + 2a2b4c2def ,
0 = abcµ − a4b4def − a4c4def + b4c4def + 2a4b2c2def , (3.7)
0 = defµ + abcd4e4 − abcd4f 4 − abce4f 4 + 2abcd2e2f 4 ,
0 = defµ − abcd4e4 + abcd4f 4 − abce4f 4 + 2abcd2e4f 2 ,
0 = defµ − abcd4e4 − abcd4f 4 + abce4f 4 + 2abcd4e2f 2 .
Manually solving this complicated system of coupled polynomial equations is unfeasible.
Fortunately however it is well-suited for a computer-based Gro¨bner basis computation.
(For an introductory text on the theory of Gro¨bner bases, see, for example, [56].) As a
result of such a Gro¨bner basis computation4, we find [57]
a = b = c = d = e = f = −µ = 1 (3.8)
as the only solution with a, . . . , f ∈ R>0. This proves that g = gcan if Γ contains an element
of trace 2.
It remains to treat the case when 1 ≤ ` ≤ 2 and trσ = −2 for all non-trivial elements
σ ∈ Γ. In the following subsection, we first consider the case ` = 2.
3.1 The case Γ ≅ Z2 ×Z2
When ` = 2 and all non-trivial elements of Γ ≅ Z2 × Z2 are of trace −2, the Γ modules
R31, R32 are equivalent and each of them splits as a sum of three pairwise inequivalent
one-dimensional submodules. This implies that there exists a g-orthonormal basis of the
form
(X1,X2,X3, Y1, Y2, Y3) = (aE1, bE2, cE3, xE1 + dF1, yE2 + eF2, zE3 + fF3) , (3.9)
where a, . . . , f ∈ R>0, x, y, z ∈ R, and V = (abcdef)−1 = 1. Comparing with eq. (2.8), we
learn that this corresponds to the case where u = v = w = α = β = γ = 0. In this case the
scalar curvature (2.10) becomes
−2S = −2(a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 + e2 + f 2 + x2 + y2 + z2)+a2b2c−2 + b2c2a−2 + c2a2b−2 + d2e2f−2 + e2f 2d−2 + f 2d2e−2+y2(a2c−2 + c2a−2) + z2(a2b−2 + b2a−2) + x2(b2c−2 + c2b−2)+a−2(yz − efd−1x)2 + b−2(xz − dfe−1y)2 + c−2(xy − def−1z)2. (3.10)
For this S we need to solve the variational problem (2.12), which we will achieve by again
resorting to a computer-based Gro¨bner basis computation.
Before doing so, it is beneficial, in order to minimize the running time and complexity
of the Gro¨bner basis computation, to utilize the coordinate transformation introduced
in (2.18). With the simplification u = v = w = α = β = γ = 0, the transformation only acts
4This is the first such computation in this paper, which is simple enough to be performed using any
state of the art computer algebra software such as Mathematica, without additional hardware requirements.
For the later calculations we will need more specific hardware and software, as described below.
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on the remaining coordinates (a, . . . , f, x, y, z) → (A, . . . , F,X,Y,Z) of (R>0)6 × R3 and
reads as follows
a = √BC , b = √AC , c = √AB ,
d = √FE , e = √DF , f = √DE , (3.11)
x =X√BC , y = Y√AC , z = Z√AB .
In terms of the new coordinates, the expression for the scalar curvature S can be read off
from
−2S = A2 +B2 +C2 +D2 +E2 + F 2− 2AB(1 +Z2) − 2AC(1 + Y 2) − 2BC(1 +X2) − 2DE − 2DF − 2EF (3.12)+A2(Y 2 +Z2) +B2(X2 +Z2) +C2(X2 + Y 2) +D2X2 +E2Y 2 + F 2Z2− 2(AD +BE +CF )XY Z +A2Y 2Z2 +B2X2Z2 +C2X2Y 2 .
The variational problem (2.12) leads altogether to ten polynomial equations of degree six
in the ten unknowns (A, . . . , F,X,Y,Z,µ),
0 = ABCDEF − 1,
0 = BCDEFµ −AY 2Z2 +DXY Z −AY 2 −AZ2 +BZ2 +CY 2 −A +B +C,
0 = ACDEFµ −BX2Z2 +EXY Z −BZ2 −BX2 +CX2 +AZ2 +A −B +C,
0 = ABDEFµ −CX2Y 2 + FXY Z −CX2 −CY 2 +AY 2 +BX2 +A +B −C,
0 = ABCEFµ +AXY Z −DX2 −D +E + F,
0 = ABCDFµ +BXY Z −EY 2 +D −E + F, (3.13)
0 = ABCDEµ +CXY Z − FZ2 +D +E − F,
0 = −B2XZ2 −C2XY 2 −B2X −C2X +ADY Z +BEY Z +CFY Z + 2BCX −D2X,
0 = −C2X2Y −A2Y Z2 −C2Y −A2Y +ADXZ +BEXZ +CFXZ + 2ACY −E2Y,
0 = −A2Y 2Z −B2X2Z −A2Z −B2Z +ADXY +BEXY +CFXY + 2ABZ − F 2Z.
The polynomials on the right-hand sides form the input set for our Gro¨bner basis compu-
tation. We used the computer algebra system Magma [58, 59] to compute5 a Gro¨bner
basis with lexicographic monomial ordering.
The resulting Gro¨bner basis contains 55 polynomials with on average 78.7 terms per
polynomial [57]. The numerical coefficients range up to order 1012. Despite this apparent
complexity, it is straightforward to find the vanishing locus of these polynomials owing to
the elimination property of the lexicographic monomial ordering (see, for example, [56]).
In terms of the original set of variables (a, . . . , f, x, y, z, µ) we find a priori 7 types of real
solutions, as summarized in the following table.
5The computation was performed on a compute-server with 24 Intel Xeon E5-2643 3.40 GHz processors
and 512 GB of RAM. The computational complexity is sensitive to the order of variables. We chose the
following order of variables: (A,B,C,D,E,F,X,Y,Z,µ). The computation then took 16.5 minutes to
run and consumed about 1.8 GB of RAM.
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counter a b c d e f x y z µ S(1) 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 −1 3(2) 1 1 1 1 1 1 ±1 ±1 1 −1 3(3) 1 1 1 1 1 1 ±1 ∓1 −1 −1 3(4) 1√
2
1√
2
1√
2
√
2
√
2
√
2 ± 1√
2
± 1√
2
1√
2
−1 3(5) 1√
2
1√
2
1√
2
√
2
√
2
√
2 ± 1√
2
∓ 1√
2
− 1√
2
−1 3(6) 4√3√
2
4√3√
2
4√3√
2
√
2
4√3
√
2
4√3
√
2
4√3 ± 1√2 4√3 ± 1√2 4√3 1√2 4√3 − 53√3 5√3(7) 4√3√
2
4√3√
2
4√3√
2
√
2
4√3
√
2
4√3
√
2
4√3 ± 1√2 4√3 ∓ 1√2 4√3 − 1√2 4√3 − 53√3 5√3
Here, the first column represents a counter to distinguish the solutions, the last column
contains the value of the scalar curvature S at the respective solution (note that S = 6r,
with r as defined in [2]), and the signs in rows 2 − 7 for x and y are correlated.
Note that the different choices of signs for the variables x, y, z can be absorbed in the
initial choice of the basis (E,F), see above eq. (2.8). This reduces the above list to the
four cases (1), (2), (4), and (6), with all the variables x, y, z non-negative.
We compare these solutions to the results already obtained in [2] (in particular metrics(1)-(4) in the proof of Lemma 2 on page 375). After adjusting notation, our solutions(1), (2), (4), and (6) correspond to the metrics (1), (2), (3), and (4) in [2], respectively.
Our solution (1) is the standard metric, (6) is the nearly Ka¨hler metric and (2) and (4)
are isometric to the standard metric. The three metrics (1), (2), and (4) correspond to
the three possible decompositions of the manifold S3 × S3 as a Riemannian product of
two three-dimensional Lie subgroups (the two S3-factors and the diagonal).
We end this subsection by noting that altogether this completes the proof of Theorem 2.
3.2 The case Γ ≅ Z2
In this subsection we consider the final remaining case, namely ` = 1, that is Γ ≅ Z2, with
the non-trivial element σ ∈ Γ satisfying trσ = −2. A qualitative novelty arises for this case,
as will be explained below.
Fixing Γ ≅ Z2, with the non-trivial element σ ∈ Γ satisfying trσ = −2, implies that
there exists a g-orthonormal basis of the form
(X1,X2,X3, Y1, Y2, Y3) = (aE1, bE2, cE3, xE1 + dF1, yE2 +wE3 + eF2, γE2 + zE3 + fF3) ,
(3.14)
where a, . . . , f ∈ R>0, x, y, z,w, γ ∈ R, and V = (abcdef)−1 = 1. Comparing with eq. (2.8),
we learn that this corresponds to the case where u = v = α = β = 0 and the scalar
curvature (2.10) becomes
S = a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 + e2 + f 2 + x2 + y2 + z2 +w2 + γ2
− 1
2
{a2b2c−2 + b2c2a−2 + c2a2b−2 + d2e2f−2 + e2f 2d−2 + f 2d2e−2
+ (a2
c2
+ c2
a2
) (y2 + γ2) + (a2
b2
+ b2
a2
) (w2 + z2) + (b2
c2
+ c2
b2
)x2 + a−2 (yz −wγ − ef
d
x)2
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+ b−2 [(xw + de
f
γ)2 + (xz − df
e
y)2] + c−2 [(xy − de
f
z)2 + (xγ + df
e
w)2]} . (3.15)
Next, we again employ the coordinate transformation (2.18) in order to facilitate the
upcoming Gro¨bner basis computation. With the simplification u = v = α = β = 0,
the transformation only acts on the remaining coordinates (a, . . . , f, x, y, z,w, γ) →(A, . . . , F,X,Y,Z,W,C) of (R>0)6 ×R5,
a = √BC , b = √AC , c = √AB ,
d = √FE , e = √DF , f = √DE , (3.16)
x =X√BC , y = Y√AC , z = Z√AB ,
w =W√AB , γ = C√AC .
In terms of the new coordinates, the scalar curvature S is given by
S = − A2
2
− B2
2
− C2
2
− D2
2
− E2
2
− F 2
2
+AB +AC +BC +DF +DE + FE
− A2Y 2
2
− A2Z2
2
− A2W 2
2
− A2C2
2
− B2X2
2
− B2Z2
2
− B2W 2
2− C2X2
2
− C2Y 2
2
− C2C2
2
− D2X2
2
− E2Y 2
2
− E2W 2
2
− F 2Z2
2
− F 2C2
2+ABZ2 +ABW 2 +ACC2 +BCX2 +ACY 2+ADXY Z +CFXY Z +BEXY Z −ADWXC −BFWXC −CEWXC +A2WY ZC− 1
2
B2W 2X2 − 1
2
B2X2Z2 − 1
2
A2Y 2Z2 − 1
2
C2X2Y 2 − 1
2
A2W 2C2 − 1
2
C2X2C2 (3.17)
The variational problem (2.12) leads altogether to 12 polynomial equations of degree 6 in
the 12 unknowns (A, . . . , F,X,Y,Z,W,C, µ):
0 = ABCDEF − 1,
0 = −D +E + F +ABCEFµ −DX2 +AXY Z −AWXC,
0 =D −E + F +ABCDFµ −EW 2 −EY 2 +BXY Z −CWXC,
0 = A −B +C +ACDEFµ +AW 2 −BW 2 −BX2 +CX2 −BW 2X2 +EXY Z+AZ2 −BZ2 −BX2Z2 − FWXC,
0 =D +E − F +ABCDEµ +CXY Z − FZ2 −BWXC − FC2,
0 = −A +B +C +BCDEFµ −AW 2 +BW 2 −AY 2 +CY 2 +DXY Z −AZ2 +BZ2−AY 2Z2 −DWXC + 2AWY ZC −AC2 +CC2 −AW 2C2,
0 = A +B −C +ABDEFµ +BX2 −CX2 +AY 2 −CY 2 −CX2Y 2 + FXY Z −EWXC+AC2 −CC2 −CX2C2
0 = −ADWX −CEWX −BFWX +A2WY Z −A2C + 2ACC −C2C − F 2C−A2W 2C −C2X2C,
0 = ADXY +BEXY +CFXY −A2Z + 2ABZ −B2Z − F 2Z −B2X2Z−A2Y 2Z +A2WY C,
0 = −A2Y + 2ACY −C2Y −E2Y −C2X2Y +ADXZ +BEXZ +CFXZ (3.18)
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−A2Y Z2 +A2WZC,
0 = −A2W + 2ABW −B2W −E2W −B2WX2 −ADXC −CEXC −BFXC+A2Y ZC −A2WC2,
0 = −B2X + 2BCX −C2X −D2X −B2W 2X −C2XY 2 +ADY Z +BEY Z +CFY Z−B2XZ2 −ADWC −CEWC −BFWC −C2XC2 .
The polynomials on the right-hand sides form the input set for our Gro¨bner basis compu-
tation. Unfortunately, computing a Gro¨bner basis with lexicographic monomial ordering,
and consequently solving the system, is apparently out of reach with current technology.
However, it is possible to compute a Gro¨bner basis with graded reverse lexicographic
(or grevlex, for short) monomial ordering, instead. This took about 29 days to run6
and consumed about 78 GB of RAM. The generated output has a size of 106 GB in a
human-readable format. It consists of 50472 polynomials with on average 593 terms per
polynomial [57]. The numerical coefficients range up to order 1010. Since the grevlex
Gro¨bner basis lacks the elimination property, it is not helpful for solving the system,
but can be used to examine general properties of the solution set. In particular, by
applying the Finiteness Theorem of [56, p. 251, §5.3, Theorem 6] one learns whether or
not the solution set is finite (over the complex numbers). From the Finiteness Theorem
we conclude that the system (3.18) has a continuous family of complex solutions.
We remark that this is a qualitative novelty compared to the other cases considered in
this paper. Indeed, regarded as complex varieties, (3.6) and (3.13) are zero-dimensional,
whereas the dimension of the complex variety defined by (3.18) is larger than zero. This
observation has consequences for the Gro¨bner basis computation, since more efficient
algorithms are available for the case of zero-dimensional varieties. This technicality at least
partly explains why we have not been able to compute a Gro¨bner basis with lexicographic
monomial ordering for the system (3.18).
The complexity, and hence running time, of Gro¨bner basis computations typically
scales rather badly (that is, doubly exponentially) in terms of the size of the input, which
is in turn related to the number of variables, number of polynomials, and degrees of the
polynomials (see, for example, [60, §21.7], and references therein, for a brief summary
of the current status on the complexity of Gro¨bner basis computations). We may hope
to be able to perform the desired computation of the Gro¨bner basis with lexicographic
monomial ordering if we consider restrictions of the polynomial system (3.18).
This is indeed the case if we fix, for example, the value of the Lagrange multiplier µ.
Two distinguished cases are µ = −1 and µ = −5/(3√3), which correspond to the known
solutions (G,gcan) and (G,gNK) found in Theorems 1 and 2.
In the first case, we add the polynomial µ + 1 to the input set given by the right hand
sides of (3.18) and compute the Gro¨bner basis with lexicographic monomial ordering for
the variable ordering (µ,F,E,D,C,B,A,Z,W,C, Y,X). The computation takes about 76
minutes to run and consumed about 3.4 GB of RAM. The resulting Gro¨bner basis has
a size of 551 bytes and consists of 16 polynomials [57]. In terms of the original set of
variables (a, . . . , f, x, y, z,w, γ) we find a priori 5 types of real solutions, as summarized
in the following table.
6See footnote 5 for a description of the hardware used to perform the computation. The order of
variables was in this case chosen to be (µ,D,F,E,C,B,Z,Y,C,W,A,X).
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a b c d e f x y z w γ
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 −1 t −t ±√1 − t2 ±√1 − t2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t t ∓√1 − t2 ±√1 − t2
1√
2
1√
2
1√
2
√
2
√
2
√
2 − 1√
2
t√
2
− t√
2
±√1−t2√
2
±√1−t2√
2
1√
2
1√
2
1√
2
√
2
√
2
√
2 1√
2
t√
2
t√
2
∓√1−t2√
2
±√1−t2√
2
Here, the quantity t ∈ [−1,1] is a free parameter and the signs in rows 2 − 5 for w and γ
are correlated. The value of the scalar curvature S is 3 for all of the above solutions. It
can be shown by a change of the initial basis (E,F) that all solutions are isometric to the
standard metric gcan, irrespective of the value of the parameter t, see the remarks after
the table on page 10.
In the second case, we add the polynomial µ + 5/(3√3) to the input set given by the
right hand sides of (3.18) and compute the Gro¨bner basis with lexicographic monomial
ordering for the variable ordering (µ,F,E,D,C,B,A,Z,W,C, Y,X). The computation
takes about 19 minutes to run and consumed about 1.3 GB of RAM. The resulting
Gro¨bner basis has a size of 535 bytes and consists of 12 polynomials [57]. In terms of the
original set of variables (a, . . . , f, x, y, z,w, γ) we find a priori 2 types of real solutions, as
summarized in the following table.
a b c d e f x y z w γ
4√3√
2
4√3√
2
4√3√
2
√
2
4√3
√
2
4√3
√
2
4√3 1√2 4√3 ±√1−3t2√2 4√3 ±√1−3t2√2 4√3 − 4√3√2 t 4√3√2 t
4√3√
2
4√3√
2
4√3√
2
√
2
4√3
√
2
4√3
√
2
4√3 − 1√2 4√3 ∓√1−3t2√2 4√3 ±√1−3t2√2 4√3 4√3√2 t 4√3√2 t
Here, the quantity t ∈ [−1/√3,1/√3] is a free parameter and in both rows the signs for
y and z are correlated. The value of the scalar curvature S is 5/√3 for all of the above
solutions. It can be shown by a change of the initial basis (E,F) that all solutions are
isometric to the nearly Ka¨hler metric gNK , irrespective of the value of the parameter t.
This completes the proof of Proposition 4. We conclude that if a new left-invariant
Einstein metric of normalized volume on S3 × S3 with additional orientation preserving
Z2-symmetry exists, its scalar curvature is different from that of the two known examples.
The above calculations indicate that for every specified value of the scalar curvature
it should be possible to decide, using Gro¨bner basis methods, whether a left-invariant
Einstein metric of normalized volume and given value of the scalar curvature exists. In
fact, we have applied this method to a small number of other values of the scalar curvature
and, in each case, found that no (complex) solution to (3.18) exists, with the exception of
the cases µ ∈ {0,1,5/(3√3),±2/√3}, which yield complex (but not real) solutions [57].
Remark. The existence of the one-parameter families of solutions is due to the ambiguity
of the normal form of the metric g in the cases where the matrix A defined in eq. (2.8)
has multiple eigenvalues. Indeed, in these cases one can use the freedom in the choice
of the initial basis (E,F) to reduce the number of parameters in the off-diagonal square
matrix W , see eq. (2.9) for the notations. Therefore, it is not surprising that, in the
absence of such an a priori reduction of the number of variables, the system (3.18) admits
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one-parameter families of solutions, as shown in the two tables above. In fact, conjugating
the matrix A (encoding the solution) by a one-parameter group of rotations commuting
with the diagonal part of A produces a one-parameter family of isometric solutions. In
this way, one can even obtain families depending on more than one parameter7, which
are however not automatically in the considered normal form for Z2-invariant metrics.
Bringing these metrics to the normal form reduces the number of parameters. It is an
open question if the algebraic subset of (R>0)6 ×R6 defined by (3.18) can be decomposed
into its intersections with the two hyperplanes {µ = −1} and {µ = −5/(3√3)} and some
additional finite set (for which one can hope to determine all its points by computer
algebra methods).
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